Experiment 1, Mandarin sentences that had been corrupted by speech spectrum-shaped noise (SSN) 35 or two-talker babble (2TB) were processed by one of four single-channel noise-suppression 36 algorithms before undergoing tone-(TV) or noise-vocoded (NV) processing. In Experiment 2, 37 dynamic ranges of multiband envelope waveforms were compressed by scaling of the 38 mean-removed envelope waveforms with a compression factor before undergoing TV or NV 39 processing. TV Mandarin sentences yielded higher intelligibility scores with normal-hearing (NH) 40 listeners than did noise-vocoded sentences. The intelligibility advantage of noise-suppressed 41 vocoded speech depended on the masker type (SSN vs. 2TB). NV speech was more negatively 42 influenced by envelope dynamic range compression than was TV speech. These findings suggest 43 that an interactional effect exists between the carrier signal type employed in the vocoding process 44 and envelope distortion caused by signal processing. 
I. INTRODUCTION

46
The perceptual contribution of the temporal envelope has attracted enduring research interest. 47 Many studies have assessed the importance of the temporal envelope for speech intelligibility 48 under various conditions (e.g., Shannon et al., 1995; Dorman et al. 1997; Chen and Loizou, 49 2011a). Vocoder simulations have long been used to extract the multiband temporal envelope 50 waveforms while removing the underlying fine-structure information to synthesize 51 envelope-based vocoded speech (e.g., Shannon et al., 1995; Dorman et al. 1997; Chen and Loizou, 52 2011a). With envelope information from up to four bands, normal-hearing (NH) listeners can have 53 near-perfect speech understanding in quiet condition (Shannon et al., 1995) . can be used to assess the effects of acoustic factors in the absence of patient-specific confounds. 68 When performing vocoder simulations, the envelope waveform is extracted by steps of 69 bandpass filtering (BPF), waveform rectification and low-pass filtering (LPF) (see Fig. 1 (Ephraim and Malah, 1985) , and subspace (Hu and Loizou, 2003) algorithms. However, noise 107 suppression may cause undesirable distortion (e.g., "musical noise") of speech, which is 108 detrimental to speech perception (Loizou, 2007 
II. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECT OF NOISE SUPPRESSION ON THE INTELLIGIBITY
150
OF VOCODED SENTENCES
151
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine the effect of noise suppression on the 152 intelligibility of TV and NV Mandarin sentences. the speech signals at -2-dB and 6-dB input SNR levels for the SSN and 2TB maskers, respectively.
175
The input SNR levels were chosen based on known performance from a pilot study. 
Procedure
230
The experiment was performed in a sound booth, and stimuli were played to listeners 231 diotically through an HD 650 circumaural headphone (Sennheiser, Germany) set at a comfortable 232 listening level. Before the actual testing session, each subject participated in a 10-min training 233 session and was given four lists of 10 MHINT sentences. The training session familiarized the 234 subjects with the testing procedure and conditions. During the training session, the subjects were 235 allowed to read transcriptions of the training sentences while they were listening to the sentences. 236 Four testing conditions [= 2 masker types (i.e., SSN at -2 dB SNR and 2TB at 6 dB SNR) × 2 237 vocoder types (i.e., TV and NV) × 1 signal processing condition (i.e., noisy)] were used during 238 training. In the testing session, the order of the conditions was randomized across subjects, and 239 the subjects were asked to repeat orally all of the words they heard. In addition, the lists were 
Data analysis
255
The data were subjected to two-way repeated measures analyses of variance (rmANOVAs) 256 with recognition score as the dependent variable and vocoder type and signal processing condition 257 as within-subject factors. Recognition scores were first converted to rational arcsine units using 258 the rationalized arcsine transform (Studebaker, 1985) . A one-way rmANOVA was conducted for For the results of the 2TB masker at 6 dB SNR condition (Fig. 2b) , a two-way rmANOVA in the three panels in Fig. 3 ). We employed α values of 1, 0.5, and 0.2, which reduced the input 317 envelope dynamic range by 0 dB, 6 dB, and 14 dB, respectively.
318
The compressed envelope was multiplied by the carrier signal (i.e., tone or noise) to generate 
B. Results
347
The mean recognition scores of Mandarin sentences for all conditions are shown in Figure 4 . The significant interaction between vocoder type and compression factor appears to be due to 2) The intelligibility benefit of noise suppression on both tone-and noise-vocoded speech 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
